Development of a deformable phantom for experimental verification of 4D Monte Carlo simulations in a deforming anatomy.
To verify the accuracy of 4D Monte Carlo (MC) simulations, using the 4DdefDOSXYZnrc user code, in a deforming anatomy. We developed a tissue-equivalent and reproducible deformable lung phantom and evaluated 4D simulations of delivered dose to the phantom by comparing calculations against measurements. A novel deformable phantom consisting of flexible foam, emulating lung tissue, inside a Lucite external body was constructed. A removable plug, containing an elastic tumor that can hold film and other dosimeters, was inserted in the phantom. Point dose and position measurements were performed inside and outside the tumor using RADPOS 4D dosimetry system. The phantom was irradiated on an Elekta Infinity linac in both stationary and moving states. The dose delivery was simulated using delivery log files and the phantom motion recorded with RADPOS. Reproducibility of the phantom motion was determined to be within 1 mm. The phantom motion presented realistic features like hysteresis. MC calculations and measurements agreed within 2% at the center of tumor. Outside the tumor agreements were better than 5% which were within the positional/dose reading uncertainties at the measurement points. More than 94% of dose points from MC simulations agreed within 2%/2 mm compared to film measurements. The deformable lung phantom presented realistic and reproducible motion characteristics and its use for verification of 4D dose calculations was demonstrated. Our 4DMC method is capable of accurate calculations of the realistic dose delivered to a moving and deforming anatomy during static and dynamic beam delivery techniques.